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See and observe, written in these words, sick and
absurd
Don't waste your breath on me
Jealous and fake, spineless and wormlike, I wish you
death
Rot should the flesh that's weak
Why are you making me hate? Constantly feel hate,
you are the seed
Waste is the fruit you bring
Your life should be taken in vain, endlessly feel pain
Bleed all you bleed, hide from the eyes of hate

Spending time judging others, what are you?
Sick hearted, ill-minded
Self content, you insult me in your words

Backstabbing, ass kisser
Leech-like, lap dog, puppet, parasitic
Boastful, selfish, cocky, egotistic
In your path, self-made ruins, crush your life
Resented Unwanted
On your knees, blood intended, know your peace

Cold blooded, no mercy
Blled, cruelty, hatred, inhuman blood thirsty
Die slowly, suffer, vomit you out!

This time it's war, bastard
I declare war, no feelings unspoken
Unbreakable hatred, hostility, endlessly suffering
Pulverizing sick flesh, tenderizing, me laughing, you
screaming
Disintegrate, like shit, blowing away
So much hate for your kind

Fuck you, deadly sick of insults, spreading lies, you liar
Talk that shit you fucker, vomit you out
Masochistic, murderous, terrorizing, retribution
Acts of cruelty, wrathful vengeance, smash your
backbone
So deserving!
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Unladylike apology, go fuck yourself, you don't mean
shit to me
Amusingly intimidate, humiliate, yellow runs down your
back
Conceivable ungodliness, impurity, death is the
offering
Insensitive, I terminate, dismemberment,
Breaking off all your bones

Cold brutalizing, maiming, ripping you limb from limb
Sick mutilation, killing, chopping you into chunks
Annihilation, destroy, 'til there is nothing left
Death tramatizing, deceased, never to bother me
Never to bother me! Vomit you out of me!
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